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This study seeks to investigate the learners’ performance in a second language 

by identifying, analyzing, and explaining the different types of errors they 

make at the sentence level and also the possible sources of these errors. For 

this purpose, a sample of 25 students was chosen to take a written test on a set 

topic and the errors were identified by looking at the frequency of their 

occurrence in the chosen writing samples. Results showed four common types 

of errors. These were spelling errors, and grammatical errors, which include 

articles, agreement of verbs with subjects, and singular/plural. The study 

concluded the attribution of these errors to different sources such as (a) L1 

interference, (b) intralingual interference, (c) individual variation in monitor 

use, and (d) performance. 
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Introduction 

 

Grammar and syntax internalization is an important part of the language learning. There are 

different factors that affect attainment of syntactic and grammatical accuracy in productive 

exercises (such as writing) in language use and as a result we see different patterns of 

grammar use. These factors include, for example, first language interference, intralingual 

interference, conscious uses of monitor etc. These factors affect creative and stylistic 

appropriateness of written expression of English language learners, for instance at the 

university level, in a Pakistani context.In order to find out the English language ability 

(correctness and accuracy) of English language learners, as exhibited in their writing, the 

present study investigates and analyses the different types of common errors made by the 

students in their writing. Thus, this study attempts to answers the following research 

questions. 
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1) What are the most common types of errors made by the English language learners in their 

writing? 

 

2) What could be the possible explanation and reasons for the occurrence of such errors? 

According to Carl James (2001), “we recognize just three levels of language: the levels of 

substance, text and discourse.” As some errors are related to the discourse and semantic 

competence, these are beyond the scope of this study. So, the focus here is just the syntactic 

errors from grammatical perspective relating to the level of text along with some other 

grammar mistakes. Punctuation errors are also one area which is ignored here. The 

interlingual, intralingual influence and monitor use as manifested in the writings of the 

students will be discussed here. 

 

Literature Review 

 

According to Krashen's "Monitor Theory"(Krashen, 1982, 1985), structural knowledge play a 

limited but well-defined role in language use as Monitor to check on the accuracy of 

production and self-correct according to known rules when time and the attention of the 

language user allow for it. These conditions are met to some extent writing. Monitoring is 

also limited to the use of relatively easy rules, and there is some evidence (Tarone, 1986) that 

the attempt to monitor using complex rules actually decreases the accuracy of language 

production (Krahnke, 1987:29) 

 

The students were presumably using their monitor or grammar knowledge while expressing 

their views about the subject matter. Different students used their knowledge in different 

ways, those who were optimal users, used grammar subconsciously which allowed their 

consciousness to focus on; effective organization of thoughts, correct syntactic construction, 

and correct morphological forms. 

 

Whereas those students who had syntactic and grammar mistakes were often limited by their 

conscious use of monitor (over users) or neglecting the monitor of English language largely 

(minimal users). The analysis of students’ writings is undertaken here to assess the degree of 

syntactic errors as the marker of over use or under use. Those students who are over users 

were taking longer time in sentence construction therefore they were able to write a sample of 

the required size or less with grammatical errors as they were concentrating on retrieval and 

organization thus overburdening the expressive capacity. On the other hand those students 

who were minimal users wrote just about the right size and under users of the monitor were 

able to write extensively but with many syntactic errors. 

 

The L1 transfer is a major cause of errors in a learner’s language arising as a result of an 

unconscious attempt to transfer certain native language structures to L2; though, there also 

exist other sources for errors, such as overgeneralization errors, developmental errors and 

simplification errors, which continuously influence interlanguage (Bryant, 1984). 
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L2 learner language can be named as “interlanguage”, that is, learners’ developing L2 

knowledge (Selinker, 1972). Analyzing errors allows us to see some systematic aspects of 

learner language but it does not provide us a clear picture always as to the source and causes 

of learners’ errors. Also, there is a difference between between mistakes and errors. Both 

implies error in performance, but mistake could be a “slip” and error refers to a random guess 

possibly caused by the lack of care or attention or fatigue etc (Ellis, 2015). Errors are 

systematic showing a pattern of mistakes in the L2. 

 

Error analysis  

 

Using some of the principles, concepts and procedures offered by linguistics, error analysis is 

generally identified as a method of defining, classifying, and systematically interrupting the 

inappropriate forms generated by someone studying a foreign language” (Crystal, 2003: 165). 

James describes error analysis as “a process of determining the incidence, nature, causes and 

consequences of unsuccessful language” (James, 1998: 1). Error analysis is also described as 

“a procedure used by both researchers and teachers which involves collecting samples of 

learners’ language, identifying errors and classifying them according to their nature and 

causes and evaluating their seriousness” (Keshavarz, 1999: 168). Ellis (1997) identifies four 

key steps in error analysis; identification, description, explanation, and evaluation. It is also 

crucial to explain the difference between mistakes and errors. According to Ellis (1997), the 

clear difference between mistakes and errors is that “errors reflect gaps in a learner’s 

knowledge. They occur because learner does not know what is correct. On the other hand, 

mistakes reflect occasional lapses in performance, they occur because in a particular instance, 

the learner is unable to perform what he or she knows” (Ellis, 1997: 17). 

 

Types of errors 

 

Errors are natural for second or foreign learners of English language. Richard’s (1971) 

identifies sources of errors as; 

 

Developmental errors; when faulty hypotheses are built in L2 like the errors very much 

similar to those made by children while acquiring L1 (she go). 

 

Interlingual errors; are interference errors arising out of L1 transfer (Brown, 2002). Hagège 

(1999) pointed out that in adults, interference between L1 and L2 is quite prominent and 

continuously increases when they get older and the structures of L1 become stronger, 

imposing themselves more on any other language that the adults desires to learn. 

 

Intralingual errors; are produced as a result of; applying language rules incorrectly or 

incompletely, syntactic overgeneralization, grammatical simplification and ignorance of 

grammar rules ( Selinker, 1969)owing to the impartial or faulty learning of L2.In other words 

using L2 in one’s own terms(Brown,2002). 
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Simplificationerrors: The errors that are caused by simplifying or leaving out some elements, 

for example, Selinker (1972:220) points out that using the present instead of the past results 

from “simplification” strategy used by learners in order to avoid making grammar formatives 

as past tense forms, for example, yesterday she go……. 

Overgeneralizationerrors: The errors that are caused by trying to use a rule in a context where 

it does not belong, for example, I drinks juice in the morning. 

 

Avoidance: Learners sometimes ignore those features of L2 which they conceive difficult, for 

example, she don’t know. 

 

Error analysis hasa variety of consequences for pedagogists ,teachers, and researchers (Karra, 

2006). The findings are relevant in three respects. First, they are important to teachers 

because they demonstrate students' development and progress. Second, they are essential to 

researchers because they demonstrate how a language is learned and what techniques learners 

employ. Finally, they are important to learners because they can learn from their mistakes and 

improve their language while bearing in mind the errors that they have. However, there is a 

scarcity of error analysis study in Pakistani context. The present study, therefore, is a humble 

attempt in this regard. 

 

Research Design 

 

In the specific context of Pakistan, approximately 25 students of second year BS English 

language and literature in the Department of English, Abdul Wali Khan University, Mardan 

(Pakistan) were chosen to take a written test on a set topic. All these students’ L1 

wasUrdu.The rationale for choosing students’ writings as a research sample was that a person 

L2 (in this case English) ability (correctness and accuracy) can be checked in a written 

composition which is representative of one’s language expression. Students’ creativity is best 

judged through the essay writing. Moreover, the students in the second year of BS English 

(third semester) have already gained sufficient command of English language through two 

intensive courses of English language. Raimes (1983) explained that writing is an area in 

which students commit errors, so this essay type test was formulated to measure the students’ 

command on the concept of linguistics. So, a test of essay writing on the relevance of 

“linguistics” was given to the students. The same test also provides information about their 

grammatical competence. The given topic was already covered by the tutor as a part of their 

course, so the test takers were familiar with the topic. The prescribed time limit was 40 

minutes. The word length was set to 200-250 words. The incentive for the students was the 

marks which they were told to be awarded for the attempt without actually specifying the 

different areas they will be marked for, in order to produce their performance in a naturalistic 

way. 
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Results and Discussion 

 

Using quantitative analysis, a sound argument has been developed both in terms of monitor 

use and the possible sources of theerrors in students’ writings. The analyzed samples are 

attached as appendices A, B, C, D, E and students are identified with the same alphabets 

accordingly for the purpose of analysis. The lines in each script are numbered in order to 

make reference to different errors which are marked on each script. COBUILD English 

Grammar has been consulted for errors identification.Due to space constraint all samples 

could not be analyzed to provide supportive evidence in favor of the established claims, so 

data has been collected by using only five samples chosen randomly for the sake of this task. 

 

Following is the information related to research questions that this study endeavors to 

answer. 

 

Identification of errors: The errors are identified, calculated, and categorized according to the 

error types they belong to and the area of language where these errors are made. The errors 

are presented under different labels of the type they belong to (see table 1).The total number 

of errors collectively in five samples is 107. The common errors have been tabulated though 

there exists an individual variation in the frequency and nature of different mistakes and 

errors across scripts and also between most common and less common errors so they are 

categorized as “other mistakes”. In order to establish the overall status of different errors, 

they are numbered to mark their relative frequency. 

 

Table 1:   Analysis of the test for grammatical errors 

 Error Description  

Student 

Code  

Article Subject-

verb  

agreement 

Preposition Miss 

spelling 

Tense Sing/ 

plural 

Noun/ 

pronoun 

 

Other 

mistakes 

 

 

 

Total 

A  

  11 

 

        03 

 

      01 

 

   09 

 

   02 

 

   05 

 

    02 

 

      _ 

33 

B  

 

   03                            

 

 

        04 

 

 

       _ 

 

 

    03 

 

 

   _ 

 

 

   01 

 

 

    02 

 

 

   05 

18 

C  

 

   03 

 

 

        01 

 

 

      03 

 

 

    05 

 

 

   _ 

 

 

  03 

 

 

     _ 

 

 

   03 

18 

D  

 

   08 

 

 

        02 

 

 

      01 

 

 

    03 

 

 

   02 

 

 

   06 

 

 

    _ 

 

 

   03 

25 

E  

 

    05 

 

 

        _ 

 

 

 

      _ 

 

 

    01 

 

 

   _ 

 

 

   05 

 

 

    01 

 

 

   01 

13 
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Total  

 

   % 

  30 

 

  28% 

      10 

 

      9% 

     05 

 

     5% 

   21 

 

  20% 

  04 

 

  4% 

  20 

 

  19% 

    05 

 

    5% 

   12 

 

    11% 

107 

 

Description of errors: Four common types of errors have been identified: (1)-Spelling errors, 

concerning errors in words, Grammatical errors, concerning (2)-articles, (3)-agreement of 

verbs with subjects,(4)-sing/plural. Other errors such as script errors (errors of writing) and 

punctuation errors were also there but are not considered here.  

 

The areas of grammatical errors are syntax, function-words, articles, tense, and morphology 

errors. The results of the study showed that the predominant errors among students were in 

articles, subject - verb agreement, sing/plural and spelling as they usually committed errors in 

these areas while errors in other grammar aspects were least predominant. These errors made 

by the three levels of students can be attributed to different various sources such as (a) L1 

interference, (b) performance, (c) overgeneralization, (d) the complex nature of the English 

subject-verb agreement construction, and (e) ignoring grammatical rules of the target 

language. 

 

Explanation of errors: The learners under discussion fall into three categories of monitor over 

user, under users and optimal users. As 200-250 words is not enough data for developing an 

argument as to the causes of errors without taking into account other considerations, for 

example learners own views about their monitor use, learners’ other scripts during different 

times and under different conditions, extent of monitor use etc. but within these constraints, a 

vague conclusion can be drawn about the sources of errors and the use of monitor. Due to 

words limitation,notevery mistake is separately mentioned here but almost all mistakes are 

marked in the original scripts in appendices. Here few are mentioned as examples for each 

source of errors. 

 

In terms of monitor use 

 

Monitor Underuser: Student A, C and D can be called as monitor underusers because in their 

scripts we may see, they wrote comparatively extensively than others. Also, in case of A; 

 

 -   there is a lot of overwriting (writing words and then crossing them) e .g. lines 12, 

24, 30 etc which shows that the student would first write and then would think. 

 -   ignoring most of the rule, for example, not paying attention to mark plural ‘s’ on 

the noun ‘desire’ in line 37 though he has marked it in lines (27 “ideas, emotions”,  41 

‘desires’, 47 ‘symbols’etc). 

 -   errors committed in subject-verb agreement in lines [14(wrote ‘uses’ in place of 

‘use’), 29(‘come’ in place of ‘comes’), 33(‘make’ in place of ‘makes’), 34(‘express’ 

in place of ‘expresses’) etc though in the preceding and subsequent lines, the rule is 

properly applied at different other places.  
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  -    few tense errors (line7 ‘is ‘instead of ‘was’ and line 23 ‘acquired’ in place of 

‘acquire’) though most of the time the student has rightly marked the tense. 

 

 In case of student C; 

 

- words are missing which should have been present, for example, line 17 

‘communication_____derived from’,  line 44 (‘of’ is missing after ‘exchange)’ and 

line 55 (‘by’ is missing after ‘studied’). 

 

In case of student D; 

 

- similar over writing e.g., lines 13, 27, 36 etc and made subject-verb mistakes in few 

places as A but less than him. 

 

Monitor overuser:Student B is possibly an example of monitor overuser as this student 

 

- wrote relatively shorter piece than students A, C and D 

- repeated words quite frequently within the sentences such as 4, 8, 19 etc which can be 

perceived as himself being over careful about what is being written. 

- has not done any overwriting except few mistakes which cannot be called errors. 

 

Monitor optimal user: Student E may be referred to as monitor optimal user as he has 

qualified the test of being called so as; 

 

- he has written about the sample size 

- has not committed errors other than those related to articles (L1 interference) and just                   

two minor mistakes in the whole script.   

 

Student C seems to have a comparatively good command of the language than the other two. 

That is why C committed less but similar types of errors. These students applied the rules 

sometimes and ignored them at other times. One justification could be that they were 

focussed on writing or completion of the task possibly stressed by time limitation or to just 

get rid of the task. But if this had been the case, they would not write extensively but to the 

point. Also fewer mistakes in spelling shows C comparatively good command than A thus 

accounts for less grammar mistakes though underuser like A and D. 

 

In terms of sources 

 

Interlingual errors: Many errors made by the learners may be explained on the basis of 

interference as in this case, these errors are more relatively common across different scripts 

and also within each script. The students show the tendency to refer to the Urdu equivalents 
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in their composition which have resulted into literal translations of few words from Urdu to 

English, for example, in this case; 

 

• Preposition; there is a transfer of Urdu preposition knowledge to L2. The students put 

the English translation of Urdu prepositions as shown in Appendix A (line 16 where 

“for” is used in place of “of”), Appendix C (line 4 where again “for” is used in place 

of “of”), Appendix D (line 40 where “by” is used when “through” should have been 

used).This is L1 interference 

 

• Article; another instance of L1 interference can be seen in the massive omission and 

also in addition and insertion of articles( ‘a’& ‘the’)as definite and indefinite articles 

are not used in Urdu so students most of the time not used them irrespective of the 

fact that it is the most frequently read or heard feature of English. Though sometimes 

they would wrongly insert an article and sometime would use the wrong article. But 

omission of article is more visible than the other two types of errors (all article errors 

are marked in script). 

 

• Omission of plural‘s’; another frequent mistake committed by the students is related 

to marking plural on the noun “human being/human” though they successfully used 

plural‘s’ with nouns in different places which shows that they know this rule but since 

in Urdu noun “human/human being” is a collective/non count noun and is used both 

as singular and plural that is why this feature of the students L1 influenced the rule of 

L2 plural‘s’. For example, lines 23, 45 in Appendix A, the student used the pronoun 

‘their’ while referring to human which shows that here he is using ‘human’ as a 

plural. Though there are few other nouns which are marked wrongly for number but 

these are comparatively very less, mostly just one time occurrence and can be 

regarded more of a mistake than errors. 

 

The transfer errors in writings are indicative of the difficulty encountered by the students and 

their confusion about the differences between apparently similar structures between L1 and 

L2. 

 

Intralingual errors: The intralingual errors identified here seem to be related either to the 

confusion, ignorance, simplification, incomplete application or overgeneralization of rule. 

 

Overgeneralization: Student A using third person ‘s’ with the verb ‘use’ having subject 

pronoun ‘their’ in line 14 and with the verb ‘enable’ in line 38 (Appendix C) also shows 

syntactic overgeneralization. 

 

Student A in line 27 has used plural‘s’ with a non-count noun ‘grammar’ seems to 

hypothesize using plural‘s’ with every noun in plural context.  
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Student D in line 21 has used morpheme‘d’ with infinitive ‘to’, that is, to produced. 

 

Confusion of rule: Learners appear to have been confused about whether to mark the past or 

present tense when they refer to activities and states which have no clear ending point and 

seem to continue for extended periods, for example, Appendix A (line 7, where the student 

has used ‘is’ in place of ‘was’ and line 23, past tense‘d’ is marked on the verb ‘acquire’) is 

indicative of this fact. 

 

Student C in line 32 appears confused about marking ‘language’ as plural or singular in this 

case. He has also confused plural’s’ rule with subject- verb rule, that is, in line 20 he wrote 

‘any noble messages’. 

 

Student D shows his confusion in line 37 where he has mixed present perfect tense with 

simple past tense writing ‘uttered’ in place of ‘have uttered’. Student B could not differentiate 

between simple present and present continuous tense in line 44 where he used “helping’ in 

place of ‘help’. 

 

In complete rule: The errors just quoted that is student D, line 37 and student B, line 44 could 

possibly exemplify application of incomplete rule either due to ignorance of rule or 

carelessness. 

 

Simplification strategy: Learners often show more accuracy in their use of plural -s than in 

using third person -s. Using third person grammatical morpheme’s’ is a little difficult rule to 

apply when focus is on writing which is a case with the student D in lines 18 and 45 (omitting 

s’ with “lack’ and ‘make’) respectively. 

 

Similarly, student B in lines 10 (omitting‘s’ with ‘utter’) and 28 (omitting‘s’ with ‘make’). 

 

Except for few slips, the students did not commit any consistent mistakes in some areas and 

exhibited their command of English syntax in those areas, for example, in the correct use of  

 

- voice transformation (active/passive) e.g. Appendix D; line (25, 26) and (29, 30),      

- modal auxiliaries: Appendix B; line 45 ‘should’, Appendix E; lines 29 ‘might’ and 39 

‘would’. Appendix A; line 19 ‘said’ & line 43 ‘produced’ 

- regular/irregular verbs: Appendix A; line 19 ‘said’ & line 43 ‘produced’ 

-  tense continuity: Appendix A; lines 29-30 ‘consistent present tense’ 

- Subordinators: Appendix E; line 23 ‘while’, Appendix B; line 33 ‘When’ 

- Adj / Adv: Appendix C; line 5 ‘complex system’, Appendix B; line 29 

‘symboliseddifferently’ 

- demonstratives: Appendix B lines 8 ‘that’ and 23 ‘this’ 
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- students have often used relative clauses or other complex sentences to express their 

ideas: Appendix E; lines 23-28 & lines 32-36 

- word order as can be seen in most places in the writings. 

 

This is certainly not exhaustive list of all grammar but just gives a glimpse of the linguistic 

strengths and abilities of the students. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The present study has shown that there exist systematic errors in learners’ target language.In 

data analysis, three processes are undertaken; identification, categorization and explanation of 

errors. The occurrences of errors for each type are counted. The areas of grammatical errors 

are morphological, function words, articles, and tense errors. It can be concluded that among 

the students, the highly concentrated errors within morphology are errors of lack of 

agreement between subject and verb and errors relating to singular and third person ‘s’, 

within function words are errors of use of wrong prepositions and errors related to articles, 

within syntax the errors are repetition, redundancy, and omission of words. This study made 

an attempt to suggest plausible interpretations and explanations to the sources of these errors 

which has been classified as a-interlingual (L1) interference, b- intralingual interference, c-

individual variation in monitor use and d-performance. Intralingual errors are revealed as a 

result of ignorance, avoidance, confusion and overgeneralization of rules and complexity of 

structures owing to the incomplete command of students over grammatical structures. From 

the writings of these students, we can see that the students are good in having acquired 

certain linguistic features of English, though some negligible mistakes are observable in only 

few places in one or the other of these areas which may be related to conditions of stress in a 

communicative interaction which might have caused the learners to focus on expressing 

themselves. They have successfully implemented the application of rules while using 

language which show their English language ability. However, these students still violated 

rules and can possibly be categorized into a stage between systematic and emergent stage. 

Sometimes they would self-correct these errors but sometimes not and would keep on 

violating the rules time and again. These errors according to Sercombe (2000) show the 

learner language proficiency level, common difficulties in language learning and how people 

learn a language. 
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Appendix A (Student A) 
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Appendix B (Student B) 
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Appendix C (Student C) 
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Appendix D (Student D) 
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Appendix E (Student E) 
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